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Time: Two Hours

35 Marks

A- Language Functions (5 Marks)
1- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:
Students are asked to complete a dialogue with Five (5) missing parts (two stimuli and
three responses) thc first sentence of the dialogue should be provided.
(One mark each)

B- Vocabulary & Structure (10 Marks)
2-Choose the correct word(s) in brackets:
(5 Marks)
Ten (10) MCQs with Four (41 options each are provided. (5 Vocabulary& 5 Structure)
Students are asked to choose the correct answer from the FOUR (4) options given.
(Half a mark each)
3- Rewrite the following sentences using the word (s) in brackets to give the same
meaning: (5 Marks)
Five (5) sentences dealing with structure items from the set books are provided.
Students are asked to rewrite the sentences, using the word(s) in brackets, without
cham_zing their meaning. (One mark each)
C- Reading Comprehension

(5 Marks)

4- Read the following passage and answer the questions below:
An unseen text of' about 100-120 words is provided. Students are asked to answer Three
(3) open-ended questions (One mark each) and Two (2) MCQs with Four (4) options
each.
(One mark each).

These questions should test the following reading comprehension skills: extracting
information. skimming, scanning and understanding reference.
D- Writing (6 Marks)
5- Write a paragraph of SIX sentences on Only ONE of the following topics:
Two topics are provided. Students are asked to write a paragraph of SIX sentences on one
of the topics given. (Two marks for grammar and vocabulary, Two marks for coherence
and cohesion, and TWO marks for punctuation and spelling).
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E- Literature (9 Marks)
6- The Novel: (7 Marks)
A- Comment on Only TWO of the following quotations:
(4 Marks )
Students are given THREE quotations. They are asked to comment on TWO quotations
only.

(Two( 2) marks each)
13- Answer only THREE of the following questions:
(3 Marks)
FOUR questions are given. Students are asked to answer Three only. These questions
should deal with the theme, character, and the students' critical thinking skill. (One mark
each)
7- Poetrv:
(2 Marks)
A- Answer the following questions:
Students are asked to answer Two (2) questions on the poem(s) studied during the term.
These questions should be about paraphrasing and (rhyme scheme or figures of speech)

(One mark each)
Total Mark: 35 x 2 = 70 Marks
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35 Marks

A- Language Functions
(5 Marks)
I- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:
Students are asked to complete a dialogue with FIVE (5) missing parts (Three stimuli and
Two responses) The first sentence of the dialogue should be provided. (One mark each)
B- Vocabulary & Structure (10 Marks)
2- Choose the correct word(s) in brackets:
(5 Marks)
Ten (10) MC sentences with FOUR (4) options each are provided. (5 Vocabulary& 5
Structu re) Students are asked to choose the correct answer from the FOUR (4) options
given. (Half a mark cach)
3- Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same
meaning:
(5 Marks)
FIVE(5) sentences (3 Vocabulary and 2 Grammar) dealing with grammar and
vocabulary items from the Set Books are provided. Students are asked to rewrite the
sentences. using the word(s) in brackets, without changing their meanings. (One mark
each)
C- Reading Comprehension
(5 Marks)
4- Read the following passage and answer the questions below:
An unseen text of about 120-150 words is provided.
Students are asked to answer Three(3) open- ended questions (One mark each) and Two
(2) MCQs with FOUR (4) options each (One mark each). These questions should test the
following reading comprehension skills:
*Extracting information * Skimming *Scanning* Understanding reference* Critical
thinking
D- Writing (6 Marks)
5- Write a paragraph of SIX sentences on Only ONE of the following topics:

TWO topics are provided. Students are asked to write a paragraph of SIX sentences on
one of the topics given. (Two marks for grammar and vocabulary, Two marks for
coherence and cohesion, and Two marks for punctuation and spelling).
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E- Literature (9 Marks)
6- The Novel:

(7 Marks)
A- Comment on Only TWO of the following quotations:
(4 Marks)
Students are given THREE quotations. They are asked to comment on TWO only.
(2 Marks each)
13- Answer Only THREE of the following questions:
(3 Marks)
FOUR questions are given. Students are asked to answer Three (3) questions only. These
questions should deal with the theme, character, setting, ... etc. (One mark each)

7- Poetrv:

(2 Marks)

A-Answer the following questions:
Students are asked to answer Two (2) questions on the poem(s) studied during the term.
These questions should be about paraphrasing and (rhyme scheme or figures of speech)
( One mark each)
Total Mark: 35 x 2 = 70 Marks
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A- Language Functions

LA
'

(5 Marks)

I- Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

Students are asked to complete a dialogue with Five (5) missing parts (Three stimuli and
Two responses. The first sentence should be provided.
(One mark each)
B- Vocabulary & Structure (15 Marks)
2- Choose the correct word(s) in brackets:

(10 Mark)

Ten (Ill) MCQs with Four (4) options each are provided. (5 Vocabulary& 5 Structure)
Students arc asked to choose the correct answer from the FOUR (4) options given.
(One mark each)
3-Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same
meaning: (5 Marks)
Five (5) sentences dealing with grammar and vocabulary items are provided
(3 Vocabulary and 2 Grammar). Students are asked to rewrite the sentences, using the
word(s) in brackets, without changing their meanings.
(One mark each)

C- Reading Comprehension

(9 Marks)

4- Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

An unseen text of about 150-200 words is provided. Students are asked to answer Three
(3) open- ended questions (2 marks each) and Three (3) MCQs with four (4) options each
(One mark each).
These questions should test the following reading comprehension skills:
*Extracting information * Skimming *Scanning* Understanding reference, Critical
thinking and Word recognition
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D- Writing (7 Marks)
5- Write a paragraph of TEN (10) sentences on Only ONE of the following topics:
TWO topics are provided. Students are asked to write a paragraph of Ten (10) sentences
on One of the topics given. (Two marks for grammar and vocabulary, Three marks for
coherence and cohesion, and Two marks for punctuation and spelling).

E- Literature (14 Marks)
6-The Novel:

(10 Marks )

A- Comment on TWO only of the following quotations: (4 marks)
THREE quotations are given. Students are asked to comment on TWO only. (2 marks
each)
(6 marks)
13- Answer THREE only of the following questions:
THREE
questions only dealing
FOUR questions are given. Students are asked to answer
with characters, events, themes, symbolism, etc.
(2 marks each)

7- Poetry:

(4 marks)

Answer the following questions:

Students arc asked to answer Two (2) questions on the poem(s) studied during the term.
['hese questions may be about paraphrasing, rhyme scheme or figures of speech. (2 marks
each)

Total Mark: 50 Marks
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